Criminal Law (Quick Study Law)
Synopsis

Working in conjunction with criminal procedure, or the laws surrounding how a criminal proceeding is conducted, criminal law deals with the criminal act itself, the defenses that are used in a proceeding, and the resulting punishment, if any. BarCharts™ newly updated Criminal Law guide is a perfect companion to our QuickStudy® Criminal Procedure guide and is presented in our three-panel, color-coded format, with updated content and an additional panel of information.
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Customer Reviews

What BarCharts are NOT: a comprehensive study guide. You cannot do well on a law school exam or bar exam relying solely upon BarCharts. That is not their purpose. What BarCharts ARE: a condensed overview of the black letter law. Use them as a quick reference to understand the material during the semester. Use them as a REVIEW of the material you (should) have already studied for the exam. In law school, BarCharts were the last thing I skimmed over before taking an exam. It's a good refresher. Same with the bar exam. I skimmed over my BarCharts both nights before the exam.

I love this. As a criminal justice major, it is a good reminder of the basics that are easy to forget if you don't use them everyday.

It is exactly what it is said to be, a quick guide for the particular key words and phrases. I like it and
use it. Thank you.

These are very handy and fit in your book bag without taking up much room. however, i didn't use mine very often.

I'm studying for the bar. This is a great way to refresh before tackling practice exams and essays?

Extremely helpful for first year law students or as review for the bar.

Great resource, specially for those coming from continental law

My classmates all ordered them after seeing mine!
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